People cannot type as fast as they think, especially when faced with the constraints of mobile devices. There have been numerous approaches to solving this problem, including research in augmented input devices and predictive typing aids. We propose an alternative approach to predictive text entry based on commonsense reasoning. Using OMCSNet, a large-scale semantic network that aggregates and normalizes the contributions made to Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS), our system is able to show significant success in predicting words based on their first few letters. We evaluate this commonsense approach against traditional statistical methods, demonstrating comparable performance, and suggest that combining commonsense and statistical approaches could achieve superior performance. Mobile device implementations of the commonsense predictive typing aid demonstrate that such a system could be applied to just about any computing environment.
INTRODUCTION
People cannot type as fast as they think. As a result, they have been forced to cope with the frustration of slow communication, particularly in mobile devices. In the case of text entry on mobile phones, for example, users typically have only twelve input keys, so that to simply write "hello" requires thirteen key taps.
Predictive typing aids have shown some success, particularly when combined with algorithms that can disambiguate words based on single-tap entry. Past approaches to predictive text entry have applied text compression methods (e.g., [9] ), taking advantage of the high level of repetition in language.
Similar approaches have applied various other statistical models, such as low-order word n-grams, where the probability of a word appearing is based on the n-1 words preceding it. Inherently, the success of such models depends on their training set corpora, but the focus has largely been on the statistics rather than the knowledgebase on which they rely.
We have chosen to focus on the knowledgebase issue, and propose an alternative approach based on commonsense reasoning. This approach performs on par with statistical methods and is able to anticipate words that could not be predicted using statistics alone.
We introduce this commonsense approach to predictive text entry not as a substitute to statistical methods, but as a complement. As words predicted by the commonsense system tend to differ from those predicted by statistical methods, combining these approaches could achieve superior results to the individual performance of either.
RELATED WORK
Efforts to increase the speed of text entry fall into two primary categories: (1) new means of input, which increase efficiency by lessening the physical constraints of entering text, and (2) predictive typing aids, which decrease the amount of typing necessary by predicting completed words from a few typed letters.
Means of Input
Augmented keyboards have shown improvements in efficiency, both physical keyboards [1] and virtual [11] . In cases where the keyboard is constrained to a less efficient layout, disambiguation algorithms have demonstrated success in increasing efficiency [7] .
Others have looked at alternate modalities, such as speech and pen gesture. Such modalities are limited by similar physical constraints to keyboard entry. And while speech recognition technology continues to improve, it is currently less efficient and less "natural" than keyboard entry [4] . extremely valuable, and we view predictive typing aids as a means to solving another part of the problem.
Predictive Typing Aids
One of the first predictive typing aids was the Reactive Keyboard [2] , which made use of text compression methods [9] 
PREDICTING TEXT USING COMMON SENSE
Commonsense reasoning has previously demonstrated its ability to accurately classify conversation topic [3] . Using similar methods, we have designed a predictive typing aid that suggests word completions that make sense in the context of what the user is writing.
Open Mind Common Sense
Our system's source of commonsense knowledge is OMCSNet [6] , a large-scale semantic network that aggregates and normalizes the contributions made to Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) [8] . OMCS contains a wide variety of knowledge of the form "tennis is a sport" and "to play tennis you need a tennis racquet." OMCSNet uses this knowledge -nearly 700,000 English sentences contributed by more than 14,000 people from across the web -to create more than 280,000 commonsensical semantic relationships.
It would be reasonable to substitute an n-gram model or some other statistical method to convert OMCS into relationships among words; the key is starting from a corpus focused on commonsense knowledge.
Using OMCSNet to Complete Words
As the user types, the system queries OMCSNet for the semantic context of each completed word, disregarding common stop words. OMCSNet returns the context as a list of phrases, each phrase containing one or more words, listing first those concepts more closely related to the queried word. As the system proceeds down the list, each word is assigned a score: score = n) (5 log 1 5 
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The variable n increments as the system works through the phrases in the context, so that the word itself (n=0) receives a score of 1.0, the words in the first phrase (n=1) receive a score of 0.90, those in the second phrase 0.83, and so on. Base 5 was selected for the logarithm as it produced the best results through trial-and-error. A higher base gives too much emphasis to less relevant phrases, while a lower base undervalues too many related phrases.
The scored words are added to a hash table of potential word beginnings (various letter combinations) and completed words, along with the words' associated total scores. The total score for a word is equal to the sum of that word's individual scores over all appearances in semantic contexts for past queries. As the user begins to type a word, the suggested completion is the word in the hash table with the highest total score that starts with the typed letters.
In this way, words that appear multiple times in past words' semantic contexts will have higher total scores. As the user shifts topics, the highest scored words progressively get replaced by the most common words in subsequent contexts.
EVALUATION
We evaluated this approach against the traditional frequency and recency statistical methods. Our evaluation had four conditions:
1. Language Frequency, which always suggested the 5,000 most common words in the English language (as determined by [10] ); 2. User Frequency, which suggested the words most frequently typed by the user;
3. Recency, which suggested the words most recently typed by the user; and 4. Commonsense, which employed the method described in the previous section.
These conditions were evaluated first over a corpus of emails sent by a single user, and then over topic-specific corpora.
Each condition's predicted words were compared with those that actually appeared. Each predicted word was based on the first three letters typed of a new word. A word was considered correctly predicted if the condition's first suggested word was exactly equal to the completed word. Only words four or more letters long were considered, since the predictions were based on the first three letters.
Email Corpus
As predictive text entry is especially useful in mobile devices, we compiled an initial corpus that best approximated typical text messaging on mobile devices. This initial corpus consisted of a single user's sent emails over the past year. We used emails from only one user so Overall, the performance of the commonsense approach was on par with the other conditions. Upon further analysis, it became clear that our system performed better relative to the other conditions when there was better coverage of the current topic in OMCS. Many of the emails were rather technical in nature, on topics scarcely mentioned in the commonsense database. By OMCS' very nature, its broad knowledgebase is not evenly distributed over all topics, so some topics experience more in-depth coverage than others.
With this in mind, we evaluated the four conditions on three additional corpora, which represented areas where OMCS had fairly significant coverage.
Topic-Specific Corpora
Evaluation was run over three additional corpora representing topics covered fairly well by OMCS:
1. Food: 20 articles from Cooking.com, selected at random -10,500 total words, of which 6,500 were four or more letters long.
2. Pets: 20 articles from PetLifeWeb.com, selected at random -10,500 total words, of which 6,000 were four or more letters long.
3. Weddings: 20 articles from WeddingChannel.com, selected at random -16,500 total words, of which 10,000 were four or more letters long.
The results (summarized in Figure 1 ) showed once again that the commonsense approach was on par with the other conditions, performing best on the weddings corpus, where, of the three corpora, OMCS has the best coverage.
Where the Commonsense Approach Excels
Once again, we completed a detailed analysis of where the commonsense approach performed best and worst relative to the other conditions. Our system performed best (as much as 11.5% better on a 200 word section than the next best method) in cases of low word repetition, especially at times when the words selected were somewhat uncommon, as judged by the words' ranking in [10] .
The following excerpt from the data illustrates this point:
"I spoke to my roommate --sorry the rent isn't on time, he said he did pay it right at the end of last month"
In this case, there are several words that the commonsense system is able to predict correctly, while the others are not. Based on two of the first words typed -"spoke" and "roommate" -the system predicts three of the words that follow -"rent," "time," and "right." Those words, in turn, allow the prediction of "last" and "month." In total, of the last eight words four or more letters long, the commonsense system correctly predicts six (75%) of them, based only on two typed words and the predicted words themselves.
IMPLEMENTATION
The commonsense predictive text entry system was originally implemented on the Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition (J2SE), making use of the OMCSNet Java API.
Similar versions were implemented on a Motorola MPx200
Smartphone and a Pocket PC, using C# and the .NET Compact Framework, as well as on a Nokia 6600, using the Java 2 Platform, Micro Edition (J2ME) supporting MIDP (Mobile Information Device Profile) 1.0. Due to memory constraints, these versions used a subset of OMCSNetapproximately 10,000 nodes for the mobile phone implementations and 20,000 nodes for the Pocket PC version. Next generation devices will not have such memory constraints, and current constraints can be overcome with the use of external memory cards.
The system serves as a predictive typing aid that predicts word completions. Once the user has typed a two-letter word beginning, the system suggests the most relevant completed word. The user can then accept that suggestion, or can continue typing, which may result in a new predicted word completion based on the new letters.
These mobile device implementations demonstrate the feasibility of applying a commonsense system to just about any computing environment.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
It is clear that commonsense knowledge is useful for predictive typing aids. While the system's performance is on par with statistical methods, what is more important is that the words predicted using common sense differ significantly from the other conditions. This suggests that the question is therefore not which method to use but how to combine the methods effectively, to exceed the performance of any individual method.
Combining Commonsense and Statistical Methods
One technique for combining commonsense and statistical methods would be to treat the contributions of each individual approach as multiple hypotheses. These hypotheses could then be weighted based on user behavior, as the system learns which methods are performing better in different contexts. The metric for tracking user behavior could be as simple as monitoring the number of accepted or rejected suggestions. This approach has the added benefit of gathering data about when different approaches work best, valuable information as predictive text entry reaches higher performance thresholds.
Phrase Completion
The current focus of our commonsense system is word completion. This does not take full advantage of the semantic links that OMCSNet can provide among concepts. As demonstrated by [5] , commonsense knowledge is unique in its ability to understand context in language and semantic relationships among words. Commonsense knowledge is well suited for phrase expansion, which would allow a predictive text entry system based on commonsense to effectively predict phrase completions.
Natural Language Processing
This first evaluation was meant to serve as a baseline comparison. As such, none of the conditions made use of language models or part of speech taggers. Clearly, these would have improved performance across all conditions. In designing future predictive typing aids, it would be worth exploring how different natural language processing techniques could further improve performance.
Speech Recognition Error Correction
We are in the process of applying similar techniques to speech recognition systems. This commonsense approach to predictive text entry can be used to improve error correction interfaces for such systems, as well as to disambiguate phonetically similar words and improve overall speech recognition accuracy.
